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Detailed current profiles between the sediment-water interface

and 20 cm above it reveal a viscous sublayer in the bottom boundary

layer on the Oregon continental shelf. Data from three field experi-

ments are used to test fundamental assumptions about boundary layer

flow in the ocean. The first study, discussed in Chapter 1, evaluates

the hypothesis that, in the absence of the obvious influence of

topographic irregularities, the flow behaves like a universally

similar, neutrally-buoyant flow over a smooth wall. The second

study, discussed in Chapter 2, evaluates the influence which irregular

small-scale topography may have on the near-bed flow, while the

third, discussed in Chapter 3, examines streamwise velocity fluctua-

tions in the viscous Sublayer and buffer layer and evaluates the

hypothesis that spectra from the viscous sublayer and buffer layer of

laboratory and geophysical boundary layer flows can be reduced to

universal forms.
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although the thickness of the viscous sublayer scales with

as required by universal similarity, the non-dimensional sublayer

thickness is not as constant as in neutrally-buoyant laboratory

flows. Even in the absence of the obvious effects of bottom irregu-

larities, the near-bed flow is not as simple as smooth-walled boundary-

layer flows in the laboratory. In the second study, it is shown that

when the near-bed flow experiences resistance due to form drag as

well as skin friction, the constant stress boundary layer assumption

is not valid close to th sediment-water interface. Th the third

study, it is shown that non-dimensionalized spectra of streamwise

velocity fluctuations in the viscous sublayer and buffer layer at the

ocean floor are very similar to those found in the laboratory.
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A STUDY OF TURBULENCE IN THE VISCOUS SUBLAYER AND LOGARITHMIC

REGION OF THE BOTTOM BOUNDARY LAYER

CHAPTER I

UNIVERSAL SIMILARITY AND THE THICKNESS OF THE VISCOUS SUBLAYER

AT THE OCEIN FLOOR
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ABSTRACT

experiments conducted on the Oregon continental shelf in June 1979

indicate that the boundary layer flow at the sea floor was hydrody-

namically smooth. Fine-resolution velocity profiles are used to test

the assumption that the flow behaved like a universally-similar, neu-

trally-buoyant flow over a smooth wall. Although estimates of

von Karinan's constant (0.43 + .05) are consistent with values from

laboratory and atmospheric boundary layers, the non-dimensional

thickness of the viscous sublayer is more variable than in laboratory

studies. Because the flow is not as simple as implied by universal

similarity, bed stress estimates using the commonly cited equations

which are based on universal similarity may not always yield accurate

results.
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INTRODUCTION

The simplest model that might describe the flow near the sea bed

is provided by laboratory studies of neutrally stratified turbulent

boundary layers (Nonin and Yaglorn, 1971; Townsend, 1976; Yaglom,

1979). This model is specially appealing because the concept of

universal similarity seems to apply to these flows. The concept

suggests that experimental results, when expressed in an appropriate

non-dimensional fon, are independent of flow conditions and fluid

properties. Thus, profiles of mean velocity and other flow variables

become "universal" when velocity measurements are non-dimensionalized

by an appropriate velocity scale, and when distances from the boundary

are non-dimensionalized by an appropriate length scale.

In an earlier paper (Caidwell and Chriss, 1979), we demonstrated,

for the first time, the existence of a viscous sublayer in the near-

bed flow in the ocean. A later, more detailed examination of addi-

tional data from that experiment revealed a "kink" in the profiles

11-15 cm above the bed. We concluded that the flow above the kink

was significantly influenced by form drag due to topographic irregu-

larities (Chriss and Caldwell, 1981a). Although the flow was "hydro-

dynamically smooth" in the sense that a viscous sublayer was always

present, the true bed stress (computed from the velocity profile in

the viscous sublayer) was several times smaller than the stress

computed from the portion of the velocity profile influenced by form



drag. A subsequent experiment (June

a viscous sublayer but data analysis

no measurable influence of form drag

picture the near-bed flow as closely

a smooth wall, but sometimes being p

scale topography.

4

1979) confirms the existence of

(later in this paper) indicates

on the flow. We might, then,

resembling laboratory flows over

rturbed by the effects of small-

Because the data froiu June 1979 show no obvious influence of

topographic irregularities, we use it to examine the hypothesis that,

in the absence of such influence, the flow can be appropriately

described as a universally similar, neutrally-buoyant boundary layer

flow on a smooth wall. Data gathered during this experiment will be

used to test the applicability of the assumptions that lead to the

conventional equations for such flows. This question is far from

academic. Papers dealing with sediment transport and boundary layer

processes (e.g. Bowden, 1978; Wimbush and Munk, 1971; Komar, 1976)

often cite equations which imply that, if a viscous sublayer exists,

the flow behaves like universally similar, neutrally-buoyant flows

over a smooth wall. We find that, even in the absence of form drag

effects, the very near-bed flow is not quite so simple and that bed

stress estimates based on the assumption of universal similarity may

not always be accurate.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This development follows Monin and Yaglom (1971, chapter 3)

recasting slightly to emphasize the significance of the viscous

sublaver. Given that a viscous su.blayer exists in which the molecular



viscosity, V1 dominates the vertical transport of momentum, the

stress at the wall, T, is given by:

T =p'J
0 (1)

5

where p is the density of the fluid and [J is the mean velocity at a

distance z from the wall. Defining the friction velocity

u* = (T/p)2
(2)

and integrating (1) yields an expression for the velocity profile in

the viscous sublayer

U(z) = (3)

In the constant stress portion of the overlying turbulent logarithmic

layer, the shear is given by

(ln z)
ut/k (4)

which defines von Karman's constant, k. Integrating (4), we obtain

U(z) = (ui/k) in z + C (5)

where C is a constant of integration whose value is still to be

determined. Defining the sublayer thickness, S, by the point where

the extrapolated subiayer profile (3) and the logarithmic velocity

profile (5) intersect, we obtain:

(ut/k) in C (6)

Therefore, the constant of integration C is explicitly a function of

the thickness of the viscous sublayer, S, and is given by:

C = uS/ (ut/k) in (7).



Thus, for the logarithmic portion of the turbulent boundary layer,

tJ(z) (uk/k) in (z/6) + u6/ (8)

This form of the logarithmic profile equation demonstrates that the

mean velocity within the logarithmic layer above a smooth wail depends

not only on u,, but also on the sublayer thickness (Fig. 1).

Defining the non-dimensional distance from the wall, z, the

non-dimensional sublayer thickness, 6, and a non-dimensional mean

velocity, by /(v/u), 6/(/u), and U/ui, respectively, we

obtain

+ + 4-

= (i/k) in (z /iS ) 6 (9)

If k and 64- are °universal constants," then this simple equation

defines the logarithmic portion of all neutrally-buoyant turbulent

boundary layer flows over a smooth wall.

At this point it is important to clarify the relationship between

(9), and the commonly cited non-dimensional equation for the turbulent

logarithmic layer over a smooth wall (Monin and Yaglom, 1971, p. 276

277)

TJ+=Alnz++B (10)

Comparison of (9) and (10) demonstrates that is related to 64- by

+ +
B -A in 6 + 6 (11)

Laboratory studies demonstrate that A and do not vary signifi-

cantly with fluid properties or flow conditions, thus lending support

to universal similarity (Mon.in and Yaglom, 1971, p. 277). The most

reliable data (Monin and Yaglom, 1971; Yaglom, 1979) indicate that A
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Figure I-i. Theortica1 an velocity profile for a logarithmic

layer overlying a viscous sublayer. Note that a logarithmic

scale has been used for the distance from the boundary.
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is close to 2.5 (corresponding to a von Karman's constant of 0.4) and

that B is 5 to 5.5. (While various investigators cite slightly

different values for A and B, the differences are small. They are

usually attributed to measurement errors or to differences in the z

range used for determining A and B. It should be clear from (11)

that universal similarity requires that the non-dimensional sublayer

thickness be constant and that its value be between 11 and 11.6

+Ccorresponding to B 5 to 5.5). Because the difference between

11.]. and = 11.6 reflects itself as a change of at most 2 percent

in u(z), the differences between these two values is virtually insig-

nificant. We will arbitrarily refer to the non-dimensional sublayer

thickness of laboratory experiments as being 11.1 even though some

workers cite slightly different values. We emphasize that this

value, like equation (11), is based on operationally defining the

sublayer thickness by the intersection of the extrapolated linear and

logarithmic velocity profiles. In doing so, includes not only the

"trues' viscous stthlayer (the linear velocity profile region) , but

also a portion of the 'buffer" region in which molecular viscosity

and turbulence both contribute significantly to the vertical transport

of momentum.

The data obtained during our experiments represent, to the best

of our knowledge, the only velocity measurements obtained within the

viscous sublayer of a geophysical boundary layer flow. Determinations

of k and permit us to evaluate the extent to which this geophysical

boundary layer flow can be described as a universally similar, neu-

trally-buoyant turbulent flow over a smooth wall.
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THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out between June 5 and June 13, 1979

in 90 m and 185 in water depth at 45°20'N on the Oregon shelf. The

surface sediment at the 90 in station is a fine sand whereas at the

185 in station it is a silty sand (Runge, 1966) . The data were ob-

tained from profiling heated-thermistor velocity sensors mounted on a

2 in high tripod on the sea floor. Most data come from two deployments

at the 185 m station. Some additional data were obtained during a

deployment at the 90 m station. A data acquisition system on the

tripod sampled each thermistor at an interval set from 2 seconds to 4

seconds depending on the deployment duration, 1 to 3 days. Additional

instrumentation included profiling and stationary temperature sensors,

Savonius rotors, a 25 cm path-length beam transmissoxneter, a high-

resolution pressure transducer, and a time-lapse motion picture

camera which monitored the condition of the sensors.

Current was supplied to each heated thermistor to heat it ap-

proximately 20°C above the water temperature. Because the velocity

calibration is a function of both the water temperature and the

orientation of the flow with respect to the thermistor, each thermis-

tor was post-calibrated at the temperatures and flow directions

observed during the experiment. Calibrations were performed by

towing them in a 1 in radius annular channel, fitting to the formula

P/ST a b (12)

where P is the power dissipated in the thermistor, T is its tempera-

ture rise, U is the speed, and a, b, and N are experimentally deter-
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mined. Inversion of this formula allows the calculation of speed

from measurements of P/iT, which is computed from the output of a

bridge circuit. Using (12) with empirically-determined a, b, and N,

speed can be determined within 0.1 cm/s in the laboratory. The

heated thermistors measure speed only, flow direction is determined

by a small vane.

The heated thermistors were carried up and down by a crank-and-

piston mechanism driven by an underwater motor. The profiling ther-

mistors and the profiler mechanism was mounted outside one tripod

leg, assuring unobstructed flow through an arc of 300 degrees. Only

cases of unobstructed flow were chosen for analysis. The profiling

period for these experiments was either one minute or ten minutes.

The profiler period was optimized to measure temperature gradients

within the viscous sublayer. The vertical travel of the sensors was

6 cm. To make sure that the thermistors penetrated the viscous

sublayer (which at most a few cm thick), we allowed the thermistors

to penetrate the sediment. The vertical position of the thermistors

was determined from the Output of a potentiometer connected to the

profiler motor. Calibration of the profiler system showed that

vertical position of the sensors can be determined within 0.03 cm.

The position of the sediment-water interface was taken to be the

zero-velocity intercept of the linear velocity profile in the viscous

sub layer.

The Savonius rotor used in the data analysis was calibrated in

the tow facility at the Bonneville Dam laboratory of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers. The standard error of the calibration equation



is 0.33 cm/s.

DATA ANALYSIS

12

Mean velocity profiles were constructed by averaging over time

intervals 9 to 133 minutes long, each interval containing multiple

traverses. With a. few exceptions, discussed later, intervals were

chosen for steadiness of speed and direction. The lower portion of

each traverse was divided into segmen.ts 0.1 cm thick for averaging,

and the mean for each was determined by averaging all measurements

within it during the repeated traverses. A typical averaged profile

is shown in Figure 2 in which the linear profile just above the

sediment again demonstrates the existence of a viscous sublayer. A

semi-logarithmic plot of the same data (Fig. 3) indicates that the

upper section is consistent with the assumption of a turbulent loga-

rithmic layer. (In the logarithmic layer the velocity data has been

averaged over 0.3 cm intervals.) The shear in the viscous sublayer

was determined by linear regression, and the bed stress and the

friction velocity were computed using (1) and (2). The kinematic

viscosity, , for use in (1) was obtained from standard tables.

Velocity sensors sometimes malfunctioned (due to sea water

leakage) or were broken during recovery. We allowed for these con-

tingencies by using several sensors and always recovered at least one

functioning sensor for post-calibration. We have compared the data

from two thermistors separated horizontally by 11 cm during one of

the 185 m deployments. In six of ten intervals, the velocity profiles

from the two agree closely, the average difference between values
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Figure 1-2. Typical nean velocity profile for the June 1979 experi-

inent. The lowettost straight line represents a linear fit to

the points in the viscous sublayer whereas the uppermost line

represents a fit to the points in the lower portion of the

logarithmic layer.
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Figure 1-3. Same data as in Figure 2 but plotted with a logarithmic

sc1e for the distance above the sediment.
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being only 3 percent. The four remaining intervals show an average

difference of 25 percent. Although these four profiles do not agree

in the sublayer, they agree very well above, suggesting that the

differences may reflect real differences in the near-bed flow rather

than sensor malfunction. If the differences are caused by sensor

malfunction, the malfunctions must have been episodic, for these

intervals are bounded by others in which the two sensors agree closely.

We conjecture that the near-bed differences in the flow, if real,

could have been the result of tiny topographic irregularities, their

influence being limited to flow from certain directions. Because the

resolution of our bottom photography is inadequate show such features

and because the only arguments favoring sensor malfunction are that

the .two sensors do not agree, we have chosen to present the data from

both sensors in the four cases in which they differ. It should be

noted that inclusion of the data from both sensors in the following

analysis does not significantly affect the conclusions of this study.

Estimation of von Karman's constant

Given u,, (from the sublayer profile) and the shear in the loga-

rithinic layer, one can solve (4) for k. Because the traverse was

limited to 6 cm in order to increase resolution in the viscous sub-

layer and because the thermistors penetrated the sediment at the

bottom of the profile, enough of the logarithmic layer was not always

covered for accurate determination of the shear (and hence k) using

heated thermistor data alone. For this reason, we have determined
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the log-layer shear by using the mean velocity from the top of the

traverse together with the mean velocity from the Savonius rotor 59

cm above the sediment. This method of estimating k is not ideal in

that it depends on measurements from two different sensors rather

than from a single profiling sensor, nevertheless the average value

of k based on a large number of these determinations is not likely to

be significantly in error. From 23 individual velocity profiles we

estimate k to be 0.43 ± 0.05 (95% confidence interval for the mean).

This estimate compares favorably with an estimate of 0.419 ± 0.013

from a turbulent Ekman layer in the laboratory (Caidwell et al.,

1972), as well as with a summary of atmospheric estimates which

suggests a value of 0.41 + 0.025 (Garrett, 1977) . (Five velocity

profiles were excluded from our analysis because the current speed

was below the rotor threshold.) The confidence interval of our

estimate depends on the standard deviation (0.11) of the 23 individual

measurements of k and is not unreasonably large considering the

accuracy of typical bottom boundary layer flow measurements. For

example, for typical conditions during this experiment (u .25), an

error of 0.4 cm/s in the measured rotor velocity would result in an

error of approximately 0.07 in k. Considering the standard error of

the rotor calibration (0.33 cm/s) as well as the problems involved in

using Savonius rotors in the ocean, the standard deviation (0.11) is

not surprising.

In summary, this estimate (0.43) of von Karmans constant in the

bottom boundary layer is not significantly different from the value

(ic = 0.4) typically cited in laboratory studies. Thus this aspect of
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the geophysical flow is consistent with the hypothesis that the flow

is a universally similar, neutrally-buoyant flow on a smooth wall.

The thickness of the viscous sublayer

As discussed earlier, one of the implications of universal

similarity is that the non-dimensional sublayer thickness, is

constant. We have determined the thickness of the viscous sublayer

from 28 mean velocity profiles. When the thermistor data did not

encompass enough of the logarithmic layer to determine the log layer

shear accurately, we used (4) with k 0.4 to extrapolate the velocity

at the top of the heated thermistor profile downward to determine the

sublayer thickness. To examine how well agrees with universal

similarity, we have plotted the dimensional sublayer thickness, ,

against v/ut (Fig. 4). Inspection of Figure 4 shows that S does

scale with but not perfectly. Rather than being between 11

and 12 as in laboratory studies, it varies from 8 to 20 in our data.

DISCUSSION

The variability in suggests some questions:

1. Does the scatter in Figure 4 reflect true variation in or

experimental error?

2. If the variations are real, are they caused by small-scale

irregularities of the sea bed?

3. What is the effect of a variable non-dimensional sublayer

thickness on the flow above?
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Figure 1-4. The thickness of the viscous sublayer plotted as a

function of the ratio of the kinematic viscosity to the friction

velocity. The straight line represents the expected relationship

for a non-dimensional sublayer thickness equal to 11.1.
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We approach the first two questions by comparing mean velocities

determined by the Savonjus rotor 59 cm above the bed with the veloci-

ties at 59 cm which might be expected based on subJ.ayer measurements

alone. (Equation (8) indicates that 5 and u,, completely specify the

velocity at any position within the logarithmic layer above a smooth

wall.)

We first evaluate the hypothesis that the variability is

due to error in determining 5, the true value of
5+

being 11.1.

Using u,, for each time interval and the assumption that
5+

= 11.1, we

have used (8) to calculate the expected mean velocity at 59 cm for

each interval, taking k = 0.4. The calculated and measured velocities

do not agree very well (Fig. 5). The agreement is markedly improved

if the measured values are used (Fig. 6). The observation that a

+
variable S yields a better agreement than a constant suggests

that
5+

is truly not constant arid that the scatter in Figure 4 is not

primarily due to experimental error.

The correlation (Fig. 6) between the currents determined by the

rotor at 59 cm and those calculated by using the measured u and S

values in (8) has several important implications. The fact that the

u, and S values used in (8) were derived entirely from heated ther-

mistor data and yet the calculated velocities agree closely with the

velocities from the rotor is evidence for the quality of the heated

thermistor data. This agreement also indicates that form drag does

not significantly influence the flow in the lowe5t 59 cm. The average

difference between the rotor-derived velocities and those calculated

from the heated thermistor data is only 0.47 cin/s, not much larger
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Figure 1-5. The zelationship between the velocity at 59 cm determined

by the Savonius rotor and that calculated from the friction

velocity determined in the viscous sublayer and the assumption

of a non-dimensional suhlayer thickness equal to 11.1. The

straight line indicates a 1:1 relationship between the measured

and calculated velocities.
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Figure 1-6. The relationship between the velocity at 59 cm determined

by the Savonius rotor and that calculated by using the measured

values of the friction velocity and the sublayer thickness and.

equation (8). The straight line indicates a 1:1 relationship

between the measured and calculated velocities.
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than the standard error of the rotor calibration (.0.33 cm/s) . Since

the Savonius rotor was separated horizontally from the profiling

thermistors by 1.3 m, it appears that, in general, the measured

and values represent th average flow conditions oVer several

square meters (or more) of the sea bed and do not merely ref lct the

local influence of small-scale irregularities.

To more rigorously test this hypothesis, we perform the following

analysis: Assuming that currents measured by the Savonius rotor

accurately represent the flow 59 cm above the bed, we use the u

values from the sublayer data to calculate the required (according

to (S)) to predict the rotor velocity. If the deviations of the

measured values from a constant value were caused by experimental

error or very small-scale irregularities, the "required" and measured

values should be uncorrelated. On the other hand, if the measured

thicknesses represent the near-bed flow conditions over a horizontal

scale of several meters, then there should be a significant correla-

tion. A plot of the "required" and measured values shows a def in-

ite relationship (Fig. 7). Testing the hypothesis that these values

are uncorrelated is equivalent to testing the hypothesis that a

regression line through the points in Figure 7 would have a slope of

zero. Results of a statistical analysis using the t-test (Draper and

Smith, 1966) indicate that this hypothesis can be rejected at the

99.9% confidence level. Therefore is not constant at the ocean

floor and most of the variability in is not the result of small-

scale irregularities but rather reflects flow variability extending

over horizontal scales of several meters.
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Figure 1-7. The relationship between the measured non-dimensional

si.thlayer thickness and the sublayer thickness "required" to

perfectly predict the raeasured rotor velocity (at 59 cm) given

the friction velocity determined from the su.blayor measurements.

The error bars shown indicate the change in the "required' non-

dimensional sublayer thickness which would be caused by an error

of 0.3 cm/s in the measured rotor velocity.
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Are the deviations of our velocity profiles from the "universal

velocity profile" (10) significantly greater than the deviations of

typical laboratory data? Figure 8 is a standard non-dimensional plot

+ +of the data from all of our mean velocity profiles. The line U z

(for the linear velocity profile in the viscous sublayer) and the

line = 2.5 in z+ + 5.1 (for the 'universal velocity profile" in

the logarithmic layer) have been included for reference. We have

also included the data from the rotor at 59 cm. The scaling implied

by universal similarity fails to collapse our data to the "universal

profile." Comparison with Figure 9 (reprinted from Monin and Yaglom,

197 1) demonstrates that the deviations of our data from the "universal

profile" are much larger than the deviations in the eleven laboratory

investigations reported by Monin and Yaglom.

When a different symbol is used to identify each of the profiles

upon which Figure 8 is based, it is obvious (Fig. 10) that the devia-

tions from the "universal profile' are not due to measurement error

but rather to variations in The slope of the profiles (Fig. 10)

is consistent, however, with A 2.5 (that is, with k 0.4)

The effect of variations of on the boundary layer flow follows

from (8). For a given U(z) within the logarithmic layer, the friction

velocity (and hence the stross at the bed) decreases as increases.

Thus computations of shear stress based on the velocity measurement

from a single log layer sensor with the assumption that 11.1

will overestimate the true stress if is larger. This is also true

for calculations of bed stress using (10) with B 5.1. Our data

indicates that differcnces between the true stress and that calculated
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Figure I-8. Non-dimensional plot of all of the velocity data from

this study. The straight line is for the so-called "universal

velocity profile" in the logarithmic layer. The gap in the data

represents the distance between the top of the heated thermistor

profile and the rotor located at 59 cm above the sediment.
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Figure 1-9. Non-dimensional plot of the velocity data from 11 dif-

ferent laboratory investigations of turbulent boundary layers

over smooth walls. (Reprinted from Monin and Yaglom, 1971.)
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Figure 1-10. Non-dimensional plot of the velocity data for three

different time intervals in our experiment. The dashed line

represents the velocity profile expected for a non-dimensional

si.thlayer thickness of 11.1. The slope of both straight lines is

that expected for von Karman's constant equal to 0.4.
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from the rotor velocity assuming B = 5.1 = 11.1) may be as large
as 60% of the true stress.

cqhile our experiments are, to our knowledge, the only studies in

which velocity measurements have been made within the viscous sulayer

of a geophysical flow, data from several other geophysical boundary

layer experiments also suggest that the concept of universal similar-

ity of smooth-wall boundary layer flows may not always be applicable.

Csanady (1974) sujrunarized the results of experiments by Portnian

(1960) and Sheppard et al. (1972) in which determinations of z0 from

wind velocity profiles over lakes indicated that z was significantly

less than expected for a universally similar, neutrally-buoyant flow.

Equating U(z) = (u,/k) in (z/z) with () , it is clear that for
hydrodynamically smooth flow, the so-called "roughness" length z is

simply a function of the thickness of the viscous sublayer:

Z = CXp(-I5Uk/)) (13)
0

and that the conuuonly used expression

z = /9u
0 * (14)

is appropriate only for the special case in which = 11.6. Because

the Portman (1960) and Sheppard et al. (1972) data indicated that

was often smaller than expected from (14) , Csanady concluded that

was sometimes larger than 11.6. Not only was not 11.6 in these

experiments, but it varied inversely with u at low wind velocities,

ranging from less than 11 to 40.
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What causes the variability in ?

Energy balance considerations led Csanady (1974, 1978) to con-

clude that sublayer thickening is likely to result from any process

which extracts energy (for example as work against buoyancy forces).

from the region of the viscous sublayer. Csanady (1974) concluded

that the sublayer thickening over lake surfaces during light winds

may have been the result of work against surface tension. He proposed

that energy was extracted due to the horizontal variation in surface

tension caused by organic films and other impurities at the air-water

interface. Arya (1975b) found an increase in with increasing

stability in thermally stratified flow over a flat plate and attrib-

uted it to work against buoyancy forces. For very unstable stratifi-

cation, the sublayer was thinner than expected for a universally

similar neutrally-buoyant flow. Aryas results suggest that the lack

of agreement of our data with universal similarity could be related

to stability effects.

GuSt (1976) reports laboratory experiments in which the thickness

f the viscous sublayer for dilute seawater-clay suspensions was two

to five times larger than for comparable suspension-free flows. Gust

suggested that this thickening was related to elastic deformation of

clay mineral aggregates by the turbulent flow. Gust's data suggests

that the value of u determined from the slope of the profile in the

logarithmic region of the flow was significantly larger than the

value determined from the shear in the sublayer. This relationship

is not observed in our data.
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We have attempted to correlate our measurements with some

other cuantities. Data from the 25 cm path-length beam transinissom-

eter (optical axis located 21 cm above the sediment), and from a

similar unit mounted on a freely-falling microstructure profiler

(Newberger and Caidwell, 1981) indicate low suspended sediment con-

centrations (0.4 to 3 mg/liter) , much less than the smallest concen-

tration (150 mg/liter) in Gust's experiments. This optical data

shows no correlation with It is possible, however, that signifi-

cant concentration gradients existed between the bed and the lowest

positions of the optical sensors.

Temperature profiles from the microstructure profiler demonstrate

that the bottom few meters were within a few millidegrees of being

isothermal. Salinity profiles were not obtained, but previous exper-

ience (Caldwell, 1978) suggests that salinity variations within the

bottom layer are smaller than 0.002 parts per thousand (below the

resolution of the best instrumentation). Thus we lack the information

+
required to infer any influence of densIty gradients on 5

Because Gordon (1975) suggests that drag coefficients and some

turbulence parameters may vary with acceleration in tidal flows, we

looked for correlations of with tidal phase. Because a strong

tidal signal was not apparent in the velocity, the tidal phase was

determined from bottom pressure measurements. No correlation was

found. We have also analyzed velocity profiles from a number of

short intervals in which the flow was either accelerating or deceler-

ating (dU/dt < 0.012 n $
2)

but have found no significant rela-

tionship between and the magnitude or sign of the acceleration.
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We find no correlation between and u,,. P series of velocity

profiles taken over several hours in which the flow direction was

nearly constant shows variability in from 11 to 20, again suggest-

ing that differences in bottom topography are not the cause of the

variations of

We conclude that our data are not adequate to determine what

processes cause the variability in To resolve this question,

vertical profiles of density at the platform site may be required,

and such profiles must include the effect of suspended particles,

particularly in the sublayer.

How representative are these observations?

It should be eiphasized that the data which form the basis of

this paper were obtained from one experiment conducted at several

water depths on the Oregon shelf during June 1979 and can only be

assumed to represent the flow conditions during this experiment.

While this data is consistent with the assumption of a constant

stress layer extending from the sediment-water interface up to 59 cm

above the sediment, data from an experiment conducted at 199 m water

depth in October 1970 (chriss and Caidwell, 1981a) demonstrate that

the constant Stress assumption was valid only up to 11 to 15 cm above

the bed. The shape of the velocity profiles from this October 1978

experiment suggest that form drag significantly influenced the flow

farther than II to 15 cm from the bed. Stress calculated from the

slope of the logarithmic prof1e in this region was several timeS
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larger than the true bed stress (determined from the shear in the

viscous sublayer). Thus while both experiments demonstrated the

existence of a viscous sublayer just above the sediment-water inter-

face, the boundary layer flow during the October 1978 experiment

appears to have been significantly influenced by form drag whereas

the flow measurements reported in this paper suggest no such influence

during the June 1979 experiment.

The extent to which these results are typical of flow conditions

on the shelf will only be determined after additional experiments are

performed in a wider variety of locations.

CONCLUS IONS

Data obtained during this experiment indicate that the boundary

layer flow at the ocean floor was hydrodynamically smooth, and has

been used to test the assumption that the flow behaved as a univer-

sally similar, neutrally-buoyant flow over a smooth wall. Data

analysis indicates that:

1. Von Karman's constant at the ocean floor is not signifi-

cantly different from the value determined in the laboratory

and in other geophysical flows.

2. The non-dimensional thickness of the viscous sublayer at

the ocean floor is not constant. Thus the boundary layer

flow cannot always be described by the equations for a

universally similar, neutrally-buoyant boundary layer over

a smooth wall.
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3. Bed stre estimates obtained from the conventional equations

for such flows may not always yield accurate results.

4. The non-dimensional sablayer thicknesses are representative

of flow conditions averaged over several squars meters of

the sea floor, and deviations of the non-dimensional thick-

ness from a constant value are not the result of measurement

error or small-scale bed irregularities.

5. In contrast with an earlier experiment (Chriss and Caldwell,

1981a), flow measurements in this experiment are consistent

with the assumption of a constant stress boundary layer

extending to at least 59 cm above the sediment.
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ABSTRACT

An experiment in 199 ra water on the Oregon shelf has produced

the first set of field data yielding continuous current speed profiles

down to the sediment-water interface. These profiles show that the

velocity structure above the viscous sublayer is consistent with that

expected when form drag influences the boundary layer flow. They

show two logarithmic profile regions, each yielding a different bed

stress estimate. The stress calculated from the upper one reflects

the influence of form drag and is more than four times the bed stress

determined from the shear in the viscous sublayer. When form drag is

significant, the application of logarithmic profile or Reynolds

stress techniques to measurements more than a few tens of centimeters

from the bed may yield bed stress estimates inappropriate for use in

sediment transport or entrainment calculations. Large roughness

length or drag coefficient values cannot be taken as evidence that a

viscous sublayer does not exist.
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INTRODUCTION

Smith C1977) emphasizes that, for the study of sediment transport

on continental shelves, it is important to distinguish between the

contribution of skin friction and that of form drag to the total

boundary stress. Skin friction here refers to the shear stress

averaged over a few tens of grain diameters, whereas form drag is

that portion of the total stress caused by the irregularity of the

boundary. Although flow in the upper part of the boundary layer is

influenced by the total stress, erosion and near-bed sediment trans-

port are related to skin friction alone. When form drag is signifi-

cant, the simple logarithmic profile expected in turbulent flow over

a horizontally homogeneous surface may not be found. Instead, the

profile may consist of several regions with different logarithmic

slopes (Arya, 1975a). In the outer region the mean flow is expected

to obey the usual logarithmic law,

U(z) = (Ui/k) ln(z/Z) (1)

where k is von Karman's constant, Z is a large-scale roughness

parameter reflecting the influence of both small-scale topography and

skin friction, and U = is a friction velocity based on the

total stress, Tt. Closer to the boundary, an internal boundary layer

may develop in which the mean profile is also logarithmic

U(z) = (uk/k) ln(z/z) (2

but where the friction velocity, u, and the roughness parameter, z,

now reflect the conditions of the surface between the large-scale

roughness elements. This friction velocity, u, is based on the



local skin friction (which may be spatially variable) rather than on

total stress. (If the intervening surface is hydrodynamically

smooth, z is not determined by the small-scale roughness character-

istics, but rather by the thickness of the viscous sublayer LChriss

and Caidwell, 1981bJ.) Although this description suggests a profile

composed of two intersecting segments, Smith (1977) and Smith and

McLean (1977) demonstrate that multiple roughness scales can generate

velocity profiles with more than two. Thus when form drag is impor-

tant the constant-stress assumption will not be valid.

In an earlier paper (Caidwell and Chriss, 1979), we demonstrated

the existence of the viscous sublayer in the bottom boundary layer

and found a logarithmic layer above it. In examining additional data

from the experiment, segmented profiles in the logarithmic region

were found (Figures 1 and 2), as expected if form drag influences the

flow. When the original data set was re-analyzed, using thinner

averaging intervals in the upper portion of the profile and also

incorporating both upward and downward traverses, it too shows two

distinct logarithmic slopes. (In the original study, only downward

traverses were used.) Although deviation from a single logarithmic

form is not always large, the slope of the logarithmic regression is

significantly different in the two regions, implying that the turbu-

lent stress above is significantly larger than it is nearer the bed.

This experiment represents the first time in a natural environ-

ment that continuous profiles of current velocity have been obtained

down to the sediment-water interface, and thus provides an ideal,

though somewhat limited, data set with which to evaluate the influence
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Figure TI-i. Typical mean velocity profile for the October 1978

experiment. The distance from the sediment has been plotted

using a logarithmic scale. The dashed line near the sediment

represents a linear fit to the data in the viscous sublayer.

The solid lines represent fits to the data in the lower and

upper logarithmic regions of the velocity profile. The region

between the dashed line and the lower solid line is the so-

called "buffer" region where the velocity profile obeys neither

a linear nor a logarithmic law. (Data interval nuxnber 4 of

Table 1).
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Figure 11-2. Same data as Figure li-i, but plotted with a scale

which emphasizes the logarithmic regions of the velocity profile.
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of form drag on boundary layer flow and on

latjons. Estimates of bed shear stress us

than 15 cm from the bed were significantly

of form drag, and entrainment calculations

have been based on stresses more than four

the bed.

THE EXPERIMENT
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sediment transport calcu-

ing sensors located further

influenced by the presence

using such estimates would

times the true stress at

The experiment was carried out on October 11 and 12, 1978 at

45°20N (199 m total water depth) on the Oregon shelf. The surface

sediment was silty sand (Runge, 1966) . Profiling heated-thermistor

velocity sensors were mounted on a 2 m high tripod placed on the sea

floor. Most data come from an 18-hour deployment. Some additional

data were obtained in a 4-hour deployment. A data acquisition System

on the tripod sampled each thermistor every 1.5 seconds during the

18-hour deployment and every 0.38 seconds during the 4-hour deployment.

Additional instrumentation included profiling and stationary tempera-

ture sensors, stationary heated-thermistor sensors, Savonius rotors,

a 25 cm path-length beam transmissometer, a high-resolution pressure

transducer, and a time-lapse motion picture camera which monitored

the condition of the sensors.

Current was supplied to each heated thermistor to heat it ap-

proximately 20°C above the water temperature. Because the velocity

calibration is a function of both the water temperature and the

orientation of the flow with respect to the thermistor, each thermis-

tor was post-calibrated at the temperatures and flow directions



observed during the experiment. Calibrations were performed by

towing in a 1 zn radius annular channel, fitting to the formula

P/ST A + BUN (3)
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where P is the power dissipated in the thermistor, iT is its tempera-

ture rise, U is the speed, and A, B, and N are experimentally deter-

mined. Inversion of this formula allows the calculation of speed

from measurements of P/iT, which is computed from the output of a

bridge circuit. Using (3) With empirically-determined A, B, and N,

speed can be determined within 0.1 cm/s in the laboratory. The

heated thermistors measure speed only, flow direction is determined

by a small vane.

The heated thermistors were carried up and down by a crank-and-

piston mechanism driven by an underwater motor. The mechanism was

mounted outside one tripod leg, to provide unobstructed flow through

an arc of 300 degrees. Only for times when the flow was completely

unobstructed were data analyzed. The profiling period was one minute.

The vertical travel was 21 cm. During the 4-hour deployment, the

thermistors came within a few cm of the sediment-water interface, but

during the 18-hour deployment the thermistors penetrated the sediment

0.3 cm. The vertical position of the sensors was determined by a

potentiometer connected to the motor shaft. Calibration with a dial

indicator showed that the vertical position was known within 0.03 cm.

The location of the sediment-water interface was taken to be the

zero-velocity intercept of the linear velocity profile within the

viscous sublayer. Althouah the thermistors did not always penetrate
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the sublayer during the 4-hour deployment, they did penetrate it

during one interval of very low current, allowing the interface

position to be determined.

DATA ANALYSIS

Mean profiles were constructed by averaging over time intervals

28 to 44 minutes long, each interval containing many traverses.

Intervals were chosen for steadiness of speed and direction. Within

1.2 cm of the sediment the traverse was divided into layers 0.1 cm

thick for averaging; above 1.2 cm, the averaging layers were 1 to

2 cm thick. The mean for each layer was determined by averaging all

measurements within it during the repeated traverses. Before averag-

ing, the effect of the profiler's vertical velocity was removed by

vector subtraction frorr the measured velocity. Corrections for

sampling error due to variability of the large-scale flow were made

using measurements from a stationary sensor 20 cm above th sediment

(Badgley et al., 1972).

The shear in the viscous sublayer was determined by linear

regression, and bd stress was computed using the relationship

= P\) U/ (4)

where p and are the density and kinematic viscosity of sea water.

Logarithmic regression in the lower segment of the logarithmic region

yielded estimates of z and k, assuming equality of the sublayer

stress with that in the lower logarithmic layer. It should be empha-

sized that in hydrodynamically smooth flow, reflects only the
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sublayer thickness and is not determined by the grain size of the

sediment (.Chriss and Caidwell, 1981b)

Logarithmic regression in the upper segment yielded estimates of

Z and U (Table 1).. For the latter calculation, k in the upper

segment was taken to be 0.4. A second sensor produced qualitatively

similar segmented profiles. Detailed analysis of this data was

discontinued, however, because large and variable k estimates (0.8 to

1.6), occasional negative shears, and evidence of intermittent sensor

malfunction indicate that this data may not be quantitatively reliable.

Before considering the significance of the segmentation of the

profiles, we consider two questions: (1) Are these profiles repre-

sentative of this region, or do they merely reflect some unusual

conditions in the immediate area of the tripod and (2) Is the segrnen-

tation an artifact of our measuring system? The question of repre-

sentativeness can be approached by considering that although all of

the data of Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2 caine from the 18-hour deploy-

ment, similar segmented profiles were obtained during the 4-hour

deployment. Because of the small chance of setting the tripod down

in the same spot twice, these results must be representative to some

extent. To answer the second question, we consider profiles obtained

at the beginning of each deployment. As the tripod was lowered to

the sea floor, the profiler mechanism was operating but in a retracted

position to prevent damage to the sensors. A timed release lowered

the mechanism to the sediment 20 to 40 minutes later. So at the

beginning of each deployment the sensors were being traversed between

26 and 47 cm above the sediment. These profiles show no segmentation,



Table 1. Friction velocities, rouqirness lengths and von Karman's constants for individual data intervals.

11* k (upper log
Data Flow (sublayer) (for lower z Z region)

Interval Directiont (em/s) log region) (cm) (cm) (cm/s)

1 90 .27 .40 ± .04 2.5 x 10 .29 .62

2 90 .30 .88 ± .24 3.8 x 1.39 .62

3 270 .51 .41 ± .05 6.2 x 1O4 .080 1.00

4 270 .47 .49 + .03 6.6 x .27 1.02

5 110 .19 .53 ± .10 2.5 x 1.23 .62

iFiow direction is given with respect to tripod coordinate syStem.

ti'
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evidence that the profiler mechanism itself does not cause it.

Although wave orbital velocities to 3.5 cm were obvious

during the 18-hour deployment (Caidwell and Chriss, 1979), in the 4-

hour deployment no oscillatory motion was observed. Segmented pro-

files were found in both deployments, so the segmentation is not

caused by surface waves.

DISCUSSION

Although the shape of the profiles suggests that form drag was

significant, we have no direct information about bedforms or other

small-scale features in the area. We tried to obtain stereo photo-

graphs with a borrowed camera system, but were foiled by a faulty

triggering mechanism. The time-lapse camera on the tripod did obtain

low quality photographs of the bed, but, because the field of view

was restricted to one square meter, and because the lighting was

optimized for sensor observation, the absence of obvious features in

these photographs is not conclusive. Features just outside the field

of view could have significant influence on the flow. Because the

photographic information is inconclusive, estimates of the size and

spacing of roughness elements must come from analysis of the velocity

profiles themselves. In a later section of this paper, we will,

however, present some photographic evidence from an area 65 Jun to the

south.

The following analysis is restricted to the 18-hour deployment

because during the shorter deployment the currents were extremely

small so the observations are less accurate.
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Estimates of Roughness Element Geometry

Elliot (1958) derives the followinc expression for the growth of

an internal boundary layer following a change in roughness:

0.8
(BL/zo) = a(x/z ) (8)

- 0

where
IBL is the thickness of the internal layer a distance -x from a

change in the surface roughness, z is the roughness length for the

internal layer, and 'a' depends on the ratio of z to the roughness

length, Z, for the flow outside the internal layer:

a - 0.75 0.03 ln(z/Z) (9)

As noted by Arya (1975a), Elliot's model is supported by measurements

over a hot runway (Elliot, 1958), and also by the observations of

Bradley (1968) under near-neutral conditions, and by the results of a

second-order closure model by Rao et al. (1974).

Arya (1975a) suggests that Elliot's model may also apply to the

growth of an internal boundary layer in the region between large-

scale roughness elements and, like Smith (1977) and Smith and. McLean

(1977) , uses Elliot's results to model the influence of form drag on

velocity profiles. The position, z, of the kink in the profiles is

assumed to represent the local thickness
°IBL1

of the developing

internal boundary layer. Applying the model, we estimate -x from

determinations of z , Z and z from our profiles. These estimates
0 0 *

(Table 2) suggest that elements capable of explaining our velocity

profiles would not have been within our camera's field of view. It

is unlikely that oscillatory ripple marks (Komar at al., 1972) are

responsible, because the maximum ripple spacing reported by Komar et
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Table 2. Esti.mated distances from sensor to roughness
elements. Calculated using measured z,., z
and Z values and the theory of Elliot (l9g8).

Data Flow x
Interval Direction (cm) (cm)

1 90 11.3 107

2 90 14.3 200

3 270 10.8 142

4 270 10.9 135

5 110 14.3 220
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a],. was only 21 cm, 5 to 10 times smaller than our estimates. Miller

and Kornar (1980) suggest that the maximum ripple length is a function

of grain size. Using their results and the grain size in our area,

we calculate that the maximum ripple spacing would have been less

than 10 cm.

Height estimates f or the elements can be obtained from a model

developed by Arya (1975a) for estimation of Z and Tt over Arctic

pack ice. Because we lack the detailed topographic information

required to verify the assumptions of the model, we will apply the

model formally but interpret the results of our analysis with some

caution. Arya finds:

ln(Z /z ) 4/5[ln(h/z ) + ln(l/X b/h - B/h)]
0 0 0

[1 k/k) {i - mA + (CDX/2kL2) (in h/z)2}1/2J (10)

Here h is the height of the elements, A is the ratio of h to their

spacing, s, b is their width, and B is the sum of the widths of the

regions of separated flow which may exist around the roughness ele-

ments. Over streamlined elements, the flow may not separate and B

may be neglected. CD is a drag coefficient which relates the form

drag on the element to the mean velocity (at z h) of the upstream

f low;

= CDApLJ(h)2 (11)

Here is the form drag per unit area of the bed and p is the density

of the fluid. The constant in in (10) is taken by Arya to be 20.

Equation (10) differs from equation 15 of Arya in not assuming equal-
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ity of the values of von Karman's "constants (k1 and k) inside and

outside the internal boundary layer. We will use (10) because,

although our estiivates of k are not always 0.4 in the internal layer

(Table 1), we have no evidence that k is not 0.4 above. Although

deviations of from the commonly accepted value of 0.4 'nay simply

reflect uncorrected sampling or measurement errors in our data, some

laboratory data suggests that kL is not always 0.4 in internal bound-

ary layers between roughness elements (Paola et al., 1980). Use of

(10) allows us to use measured values of kL while still using 0.4

outside the internal boundary layer.

Although (10) was derived to predict Z, it can be solved (iter-

atively) for h, using measured values of z, z and kL from our

profiles, together with estimates of the other quantities. We set b

to 70 cm; changing it by 50 cm changes h by only 10%. We set B to

zero, but with our data the model is not very sensitive to the value

of B. The spacing s was taken to be 348 cm based on estimates of x

(Table 2) for flow directions 1800 apart. Because of the lack of

information about element shape, the choice of CD is not obvious, so

we have used a range of values from the literature (Arya, 1973; Smith

and McLean, 1977).

The results of these calculations (Table 3) yield plausible

element heights for the larger drag coefficients. (We have excluded

heights calculated for the smaller drag coefficients for some of the

intervals because these calculated heights violate an assumption of

the model which is that X is less than 1/in.) We conclude that if the

model is applicable, flow over roughness elements 4 to 17 cm high
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Table 3. Roughness element heights (cm) estimated by
applying the. node.l of \xya (1'75 and various
assumptions about the roughness element drag
coefficient (C0) -

Data Assuming Assuming Assuming
Interval CD = 1.00 CD = .84 C0 =

1 6.4 7.5 14.9

2 16.7 t

3 3.9 4.7 9.1

4 6.3 7.4 15.2

5 16.0 t

+
Calculated heights have been omitted because they violate
the assumptions of Arya's model.
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with drag coefficients of 0.8 or larger could generate our velocity

profiles.

Photographic Evidence from the Oregon Shelf

As mentioned earlier, we have no photographic information about

small-scale bottom topography in the area of the study. We do,

however, have some information from a large number of bottom photo-

graphs obtained 65 km to the south, from an area of the same water

depth (200 m) and similar sediment texture. These photographs,

furnished by Andrew Carey of Oregon State university, were obtained

as part of a study of the sampling efficiency of beam trawls. A

single camera was mounted just ahead of the trawl for the purpose of

photographing the sediment prior to sampling. Although current

generated bedforins are absent, typical bottom photographs (Figures 3

and 4) reveal two dominant types of biologically related roughness

elements. The sea urchins (typically 6-8 cm in diameter) are ubiqui-

tous, although their abundance varies significantly. The "mounds"

represent sediment expelled from burrows which were possibly occupied

by polychaete worms. By comparison with the known size of the urchins,

the height of the mounds can be estimated to vary from less than a

few cm to more than 15 cm. The spacing of the mounds varies greatly

from photograph to photograph as well as within a single photograph.

In some cases nounds nearly coalesce and form ridges. Photographs

from different years all show features similar to those in Figures 3

and 4. Because the density and height of the roughness elements vary

from photograph to photograph, and because stereo photos are not
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Figure 11-3. Bottom photograph representative of those obtained from

65 km south of our area of study, in a region of the same water

depth (200 m) and similar sediment texture. See text for de-

scription.
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Figure 11-4. Additional photograph from the area described in

Figure 11-3.
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available, it is difficult to define a characteristic height or

spacing for these features. Although we have no reason to expect

significant differences along the 200 in isobath, especially in light

of the similar sediment texture, we cannot demonstrate that these

features are representative of roughness elements in our area of

study. We can only state that the types of features in these photos

could be responsible for the presence of the form drag which we infer

from our current data.

Techniques Used to Estimate Bed Stress

It is common practice in sediment-transport studies to measure

the mean current some distance above the bed (typically 100 cm) and

to estimate the bed stress from the quadratic law:

Tb = C100p[tJ(l00)j2 (12)

Here Tb is taken to be the bed stress, and C100 is a dimensionless

drag coefficient (Sternberg, 1968, 1972; cCave, 1973; Ludwick, 1975;

Komar, 1976). Because C100 is commonly determined by a logarithmic

profile technique in which the velocity profile is measured well

above the bed, the measured stress and therefore the calculated C100

may be influenced by form drag. If the goal of a study is to obtain

an estimate of skin friction for use in entrainment or transport

calculations, and if form drag is significant, use of (12) may yield

Tb considerably larger than the stress influencing the near-bed

sediment transport. The same statement can obviously be made about

Reynolds stress estimates if based on measurements a significant



distance from the bed. The above ideas are riot new but rather are

consequences of concepts presented most recently by Smith (1977)

Smith and McLean (1977). Our experiment, however, provides the

first, though somewhat limited, data set from the ocean which demon-

strates the degree to which the local bed stress may be overestimated.

Were it not for our measurements within 15 cm of the bed, our measure-

ments of U from the upper portion of our profiles would have been

assumed to represent the friction Velocity at the bed, and the

relatively large Z values from the upper portion of the profiles

might have been interpreted to imply that the flow was riot hydrody-

namically smooth and that a viscous sublayer did not exist. In

contrast, our data clearly demonstrate that the above assumptions

cannot be justified without evidence from velocity profiles closer to

the sediment. For example, the calculation by Weatherly and Wimbush

(1980) of tJ = 0.66 cm/s and Z = 0.49 cm based on profiles obtained

with sensors located between 18 cm and 565 cm above the sediment does

not necessarily indicate that a viscous sublayer did not exist or

that the U = 0.66 cm/s value represents the skin friction or the

stress at the bed. Without near-bed velocity profiles it is difficult

to evaluate their conclusion that the critical erosion stress (u

0.6 cm/s) was exceeded, particularly because of the possible influence

of the current ripples shown in their Figure 2.

Although the flow during our experiment was hydrodynamically

smooth in the sense that a viscous sublayer did always exist, drag

coefficients computed from the extrapolated velocity at 100 cm (using

the U values for the upper logarithmic layer) fall within the range
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other workers cite as typical for hydrodynamically rough flow. 'or

exainole, the data of Sternberg (1972) yield values of C100 which, for

fully rough flow, lie between and io2 with a mean of 3.1 x

io, while the data in Weatherly and Wimbush (1980) can be used to

calculate a value of 5.6 x lO for C100. The important conclusion

suggested by our data is that determinations of large Z values and

large C100 values, if not derived from data just above the sediment-

water interface, may reflect the influence of form drag on the bound-

ary layer flow, and use of these values in calculating the bed stress

may significantly overestimate the actual stress at the bed. In

Table 4 we present the ratio of the "total stress" (Tt) , calculated

from the upper portion of our velocity profiles, to the stress at the

bed which was determined by viscous sublayer measurements and the use

of (4). Entrainment or near-bed transport calculations based on

velocity profile (or Reynolds stress) measurements taken more than

15 cm above the bed would in this case have been based on stress

estimates more than four times too large.

How Representative is Our Data?

It must be emphasized that the data which form the basis for

this paper were obtained during one experiment conducted at 199 m

water depth on the Oregon shelf during October 1978 and can only be

assumed to reflect the flow conditions during this experiment. While

form drag may be of equal (or greater) importance in other shelf and

deep-sea locations, we lack the direct evidence necessary to demon-

strate this. In our subsequent experiments (April and June, 1979),
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Table 4. Ratio of the total stress (T ) to the bed stress (Tb). Also
shown are drag coefficients calculated using the data
from the upper logarithmic region.

ItData u(100) (sublayer) (upper region) C100
Interval (cm/s) (cm/s) (cm/s) b

1 9.1 .27 .62 4.7 x 5.3

2 6.6 .30 .62 8.8 x 4.3

3 17.8 .51 1.00 3.2 x 3.8

4 15.0 .47 1.02 4.6 x 4.8

5 6.8 .19 .62 8.2 x 10.6
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we restricted the profiler motion to 6 cm in order to increase our

resolution of the viscous sublayer and so-called buffer layer. While

doing so had the additional benefit of allowir.g us to construct mean

velocity profiles using averaging times as short as 10 minuteS, it

now prevents us from examining these profiles for evidence of form

drag. It is important to note, however, that data from the sublayer

profiler coupled with data from a Savonius rotor 59 cm above the

sediment during the June 1979 experiments (in 90 in and 180 m water

depths) are consistent (within the accuracy of the rotor with the

assumption of a constant stress layer extending from the sediment up

to 59 cm (Chriss and Caidwell, 1981b). The above data suggest that

form drag may not have significantly influenced the flow during the

June 1979 experiment.

Clearly, future experiments must incorporate both su.blayer

profiling (to determine bed stress) as well as adequate profiling of

the lower logarithmic region in order to determine the extent to

which bottom boundary layer flow is influenced by form drag in various

environments.

CONCLtJS IONS

above the viscous sublayer, the velocity profiles observed

during this experiment consisted of two distinct regions, each char-

acterized by a different logarithmic velocity profile. pplying the

models of Elliot (1958) and rya (1975a) to this data, we conclude

that the influence of form drag on boundary layer flow over sparse

roughness elements could produce the velocity structure which we have
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observed. When form drag is significant, the use of the logarithmic

profile or Reynolds stress techniques, if based on flow measurements

obtained more than a few tens of centimeters from the bed, may yield

stress estimates several times larger than the bed stress. If the

goal of a study is to obtain bed stress estimates for use in sediment

transport or entrainment calculations, such errors may be unacceptable.

Large values of the roughness parameter (Z) and the drag coef-

ficient (C100), if based on measurements at substantial distances

above the bed, do not rule out the existence of a viscous sublayer at

the sediment-water interface. This observation is significant, not

only for sediment and momentuni transport problems, but also because

the presence or absence of a viscous sublayer may have important

implications for the vertical transport of heat and chemical species

at the sediment-water interface.
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ABSTRACT

An experiment conducted in June 1979 on the Oregon shelf has

yielded the first measurements of velocity fluctuations in the viscous

sublayer and buffer layer of a geophysical boundary layer flow. The

scaling proposed by Blakewell and Lumley (1967) for the viscous

sublayer has been tested and found to work remarkably well in col-

laosing spectra from both geophysical and laboratory flows. Buffer

layer spectra collapse reasonably well with laboratory spectra when

scaling similar to that normally used in the logarithmic layer is

applied to the buffer layer.
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1. Introduction

One of the basic premises in the study of boundary layer turbu-

lence is that measurements of mean and fluctuating quantities in

boundary layer flows can be reduced to "universal forms" when non-

dimensionajized by characteristic length and velocity scales (Monin

and Yaglom, 1971, chapter 3). In an earlier study (Chriss and. Cald-

well, 198Th) we examined the hypothesis that the mean flow near the

viscous sublayer of the bottom boundary layer on the Oregon continen-

tal shelf can be described as a universally similar, neutrally-

buoyant boundary layer flow on a smooth wall. We concluded that,

although the thickness of the viscous sublayer scales with v/ut as

required by the concept of universal similarity, the scaling was not

exact and the very near-bed flow is not quite so simple as neutrally-

buoyant, smooth-wall turbulent boundary layer flows in the laboratory.

(Here u is the friction velocity and v is the kinematic viscosity.)

In this paper, we examine velocity spectra from a similar exper-

iment in order to evaluate the hypothesis that spectra from the

viscous sublayer and buffer layer of smooth-walled laboratory and

geophysical flows can be reduced to universal spectral forms by

suitable non-dimensional!zation. In addition, we examine the hypoth-

esis that the profile of non-dimensional velocity fluctuations in the

viscous sublayer at the ocean floor is the same as that found in the

laboratory.



2. The Experiment

The experiment was carried out on June 9-10, 1979 in 185 in water

depth at 45°20N on the Oregon continental shelf. The surface sedi-

rnent is a silty sand (.Runge, 1966). The data were obtained from

profiling heated thermistor velocity sensors mounted on a 2 in high

tripod placed on the sea floor. A digital data acquisition system on

the tripod sampled each thermistor once every 2 seconds. Additional

instrumentation on the platform included temperature sensors, Savonius

rotors and a time-lapse motion picture camera which monitored the

condition of the sensors.

Current was supplied to each thermistor to heat it approximately

20°C above the water temperature. The temperature achieved by the

thermistor depends on the power dissipated in it and on the heat

transferred away from the probe by the surrounding fluid. Because

the calibration is a function of the water temperature and the orien-

tation of the flow with respect to the thermistor, each thermistor

was post-calibrated at the temperatures and flow directions observed

during the experiment. The calibrations were performed by towing the

thermistors in a 1 in radius annular channel. The power dissipated in

the thermistor per unit change in temperature was related to the flow

velocity by

P/AT a + bUN (1).

where p is the power dissipated in the thermistor, iT is its tempera-

ture rise, U is the flow velocity, and a, b, and N are experimentally
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determined. Inversion of this relationship allows the determination

of current speed from values of P/iT computed from the output of the

circuit. With this procedure, current speed can be determined with

better than 0.1 cm accuracy in the laboratory. The frequency

response of these thermistors as velocity sensors has not been deter-

mined, but the same thermistors (Thermometrics P85 thermistors) have

a -3 db point of 7 Hz when used as temperature sensors (Dillon and

Caidwell, 1980). Because self-heated thermistors have faster response

times when used as velocity sensors, the frequency response of the

velocity sensor was at least 7 Hz, far higher than necessary to

resolve the Nyquist frequency, 0.2 Hz. The heated thermistors are

used to determine the current speed only. Current direction is

indicated by a small stationary vane.

The heated thermistors were mounted on a profiling arm carried

up and down by a crank-and-piston mechanism driven by an underwater

motor. The profiler mechanism was mounted outside one of the tripod

legs, assuring unobstructed flow through an arc of 300 degrees. Only

those time intervals when the flow was unobstructed were chosen for

analysis. The profiling period for this experiment was 213 minutes.

The total vertical travel of the sensors was 6 cm. To make sure that

the thermistors penetrated the viscous sublayer (which was at most a

few cm thick), we allowed the thermistors to penetrate the sediment

at the bottom of each profile. The vertical position of the therinis-

tors was determined by a potentiometer connected to the profiler

motor. Calibration of the profiler system using a dial indicator

showed that the vertical position of the arm can b.e determined within
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0.03 cm. The position of the sediment-water interface was taken to

be the zero-velocity intercept of the (linear) velocity profile

within the viscous sublayer.

3. Data Analysis

The data which form the basis of this study were obtained from

two heated thermistors separated horizontally by 11 cm and offset

approximately 0.5 cm in the vertical direction. The thermistors

penetrated the sediment by 4.5 and 5 cm, so we have current measure-

ments from the region between the boundary and 1.5 cm above the

boundary. Based on the friction velocities (u = (i/p)112 which

ranged from 0.14 cm to 0.36 cm
l,

sensor positions at the very

top of the profile correspond to non-dimensional wall distances
(y+

yu/v) which range from = 9 to = 29. The time required for the

sensors to traverse from the very top of the profile to the boundary

was 2200 seconds. Because of the crank-and-piston nature of the

profiler mechanisxu vertical traverse speeds were slowest in the top

millimeter of the profile (approximately 2.1 x l0 cm sh and most

rapid near the sediment (approximately 1.2 x cm 5h. At these

speeds it required 400 to 700 seconds for the sensors to traverse the

+
viscous sublayer between y 0 and y = 6. Figure 1 shows typical

time series in the viscous sublayer and in the buffer layer which

separates the viscous sublayer from the overlying logarithmic layer.

For each upward or downward traverse, a mean profile for the

viscous sublayer was constructed by averaging the velocity measure-



Figure 111-i. Typical time series from the viscous sublayer (lower

series) and buffer layer (upper series) The series shown are

not simultaneous.
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inents over vertical intervals of approximately 0.05 cm (Fig. 2). The

velocity shear in the sublayer was then used to compute the bed

stress (T) by

n
oilt =p-

0 (2)

where p and v are the density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

The friction velocity calculated from the bed stress was later used

in the non-dirnensionaljzatjon of the spectra.

4. Spectra from the viscous sublayer

Although the output of the heated thermistor circuitry does not

indicate the current direction, the energy in our computed current

spectra is dominated by the contributions of the streamwise velocity

fluctuations. Given the magnitude of the mean flow and estimates of

the typical magnitude of vertical and cross stream velocity fluctua-

tions in the viscous sublayer and buffer layer of laboratory flows

(see, for example, Eckelmann, 1974), it can be shown that, because of

the nature of the vector addition process, the sensor responds almost

exclusively to the streamwise component of the velocity fluctuations.

At most a few percent of the energy in our spectra is due to cross-

stream contributions.

Ideally, the spectra for the viscous sublayer would have been

computed over long time intervals with the sensors located at a fixed

But because of the self-contained nature of the instrumentation,

we could not adjust the sensor positions once the platform left the
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Figure 111-2. Typical mean velocity profile. The straight line

represents a linear fit to the data in the viscous sublayer.
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deck of the ship. Because of this inability to precisely set the

position of the sensors with respect to the boundary (due to platform

settling, etc.) and because of the need to determine the shear in the

sublayer (to obtain uk), we allowed the sensors to move slowly through

the sublayer hoping that this slow change of would not seriously

influence the resulting spectra. If the spectral scaling suggested

by Blakewell and Lumley (1967) is applicable, the shapes of our

sthlayer spectra (determined from the slowly moving sensor) should

not differ from those from a fixed sensor.

The sublayer spectra were computed for 128-point series. The

series chosen were those for which the sensors were located in the

linear profile characteristic of the region where momentum transport

is dominated by viscosity. During the 256 second time interval over

+
which the spectra were computed, the sensor moved 0.2 to 0.3 cm, a y

change of approximately 2 to 4. Prior to spectral analysis, the

series were detrended to remove the effect of the velocity gradient.

Power spectral densities (SD(f)) defined by

= fsD(fdf (3)

were computed using a fast Fourier transform algorithm. In (3), u'

is the r.m.s. value of the streamwise velocity fluctuation. After

computation, the raw spectral estimates were band averaged.

Typical sublayer spectra are shown in Figure 3. Rlakewell and

Lumley (1967) and Ileda and Hinze (1975) present spectra from the

viscous sublayer of laboratory flows in which the fluids and the flow

conditions were significantly different from those in the ocean.
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Figuire 111-3. Typical spectra from the viscous sublayer. Confidence

intervals are the same as those shown in Figure 111-4.
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Blakewell and Luinley's data are from a turbulent pipe flow using

glycerine (.'. 2.18 cm2 s1) as the fluid, whereas the tJeda and Hinze

data are from a wind tunnel ( = 0.151 cm2
1)

The friction veloc-

ities were 50 cm s and 39.1 cm
l,

respectively. The unsca1d

spectra from these studies are quite different from those of our

study (Fig. 4). It should be mentioned that computational errors

apparently crept into the spectral plots presented in both laboratory

studies. The spectra presented by Blakewell and Lurnley integrate to

approximately 27r tunes the total variance of the series (which can be

determined from other figures in the paper), while those presented by

tJeda and Hinze integrate to 76 times the variance. Because spectra

by the normal definition must integrate to the variance, we have

adjusted the spectral densities of the two laboratory studies by

dividing by 2Tr and 76, respectively.

Blakewell and Lumley propose that sublayer spectra can be

reduced to a single curve if frequencies (w 2rrf) are non-dimension-

allzed by (/u2) and spectral densities are non-dimensiorialized by

where y is the dimensional distance from the wall. Data pro-

seated in their paper support the proposed scaling to the extent that

the spectra from three different positions within the si.thlayer are

collapsed by this scaling to a single curve. Because u and

were not varied in Blakewell and Lumley's experiment, the collapse of

their spectra to a single curve does not imply that the scaling of

frequency is correct. A test of the frequency scaling requires data

from flows in which u2/v varies significantly. Based on the viscos-

2 -1
ity of sea water (0.015 cm s ) and the range of in our experiment,



Figure III-4. Sublayer spectra froni our study (at left) plotted with

sublayer spectra from the laboratory studies of Blakewell and

Lumley (1967) and tieda and Hinze (1975). The BlakewelJ. and

Luxnley soectra are for
y+

= 1.25 (X) and
y+

= 5 (I:) The Ueda

and Hinze spectrum (.) is for y 3. Confidence limits shown

for our spectra are 95% confidence limits assuming a chi-square

distribution (Bath, 1974)
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is up to 470 times larger than in Blakewell and Lumleys exper-

iment and up to 11,000 times larger than in the Lleda and Hinze exper-

iment. The spectra from the three experiments thus furnish an excel-

lent opportunity to test the scaling proposed by Blakewell and Lumley.

Before applying the proposed scaling, we return to a question

considered earlier: the effect of the traversing of the sensor on

the computed power spectrum. Consider a situation in which u, is

constant over the time interval used to compute the spectrum. If the

scaling proposed by Blakewel]. and Lumley holds, then for fixed and

u, the non-dimensional spectral density (SD SD(w)/y2w) depends

only on the non-dimensional frequency ( = . Thus, with fixed

and u, the dimensional spectral density (SD(u)) at dimensional

frequency w should be equal to c(w)y2 where c() is a proportionality

constant depending only on u. Thus, a sensor moving at a constant

traverse velocity from y = y1 to y = y2 should observe a spectral

density at frequency u given by

y2

SDw) = l/(y2 y1) f c(w)y dy (4)

yl

which is equivalent to c(w)y32 where y3 is given by

3 3

2
2 -l'i

y3
yl)

(5)

So, if the scaling proposed by Blakeweil and Luinley is valid, the

spectrum calculated from a time series obtained from a sensor which

moves from y1 to y2 should be identical to the spectrum which would

have been obtained from a fixed sensor at y3 (providing that the
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time series had first been detrended to remove the variance resulting

from traversing through a mean velocity gradient). In scaling our

spectra, we have used the lowermost and uppermost positions of the

thermistor during the spectral time interval to determine the value

of y3 to use in the non-dimensionaljzatjon of the spectral density.

In Figures 5 and 6, we present scaled versions of the spectra of

Figure 4. Although the result is not perfect, the scaled spectra

from the three studies agree remarkably well. Much of the scatter at

the low frequency end of our data may reflect the fact that each

point represents a single spectral estimate arid so the uncertainty is

large. Ensemble-averaged spectra from our experiment (Fig. 7) compare

very well with the laboratory spectra except within the non-dimen-

sional frequency range of 0.01 to 0.08 where our spectra show slightly

less energy.

The agreement of the non-dimensional spectra from the three

experiments (Fig. 7) is strong support for the validity of the scaling

proposed by Blakewell and Lumley. Despite the potentially greater

complexity of the geophysical boundary layer flow, the viscous sub-

layer at the ocean floor behaves remarkably like its laboratory

equivalent.
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Figure 111-5. Scaled th1ayer spectra from Blakewell and Lunüey

(1967) and rJeda and Hinze (1975) . Symbols are the same as in

Figure 111-4.
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Figure 111-6. Scaled spectra from our study together with those of

the two laboratory studies. In this figure, all laboratory

points are shown by solid circles.
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Figure 111-7. Ensemble-averaged spectrum from our study () plotted

with the laboratory spectra (o). The spectral estimate for the

lowest frequency is based on only one data point in the averaging

band and therefore is riot as well determined as the other esti-

mates. The horizontal arrows delimit the energy containing

range of the laboratory spectra.
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5. The vertical structure of the streainwisc velocity fluctuations

in the viscous suilayer

A number of laboratory studies, while not always determining the

frequency dependence of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, have

examined the dependence of the r.m.s. streamwise velocity fluctuation

(u') y (Eckelmann, 1974; Mitchell and Hanratty, 1966; Hanratty,

1967; Ueda and Hinze, 1975; Kreplin and Eckelmann, 1979). The labor-

atory data suggest that u'/u is roughly proportional to y4 between

1 and y = 5. The value of the proportionality constant, however,

varies from study to study. Mitchell and Hanratty (1966) summarize

early determinations of the "constant" (Laufer, 1951, 1954; Kiebanoff,

1954) which show tremendous variability in its value (from 0.21 to

0.44), but more recent determinations (Mitchell and Hanratty, 1966;

Elakewell and Lumley, 1967; Hanratty et al., 1977; tfeda and Hinze,

1975; Eckelmann, 1974; Kreplin and Eckelmann, 1979) all yield values

+between 0.32 and 0.38 in the region between approxLmately y = 1 and

= 5. The data of Kreplin and Eckelmanri suggest that the value of

the "constant" varies with y and decreases from 0.38 at y 4.5 to

0.32 at y 1.5. Using flush-mounted hot-film wall sensors, Eckelniann

(1974), Kreplin and Eckelmann (1979), and Sreenivasan and Antonia

(1977) obtained estimates of 0.24 to 0.25 for the limiting value of

the constant at the wall, although Py (1973) and Fortuna and Hanratty

(1971) using different types of wall mounted sensors obtained 0.3 at

the wall. Because the limiting value of the constant is equal to the

ratio of the r.m.s. fluctuating wall stress to the nean wall stress,



its value may be relevant in sediment transport studies.

We have determined u' for each of the 128-point sithlayer time

series. Based on 17 intervals we find u'/(uy) to be 0.20 ± 0.03

(standard deviation). To resolve 99% of the variance in Blakewell

and Luznley's sublayer spectrum, the spectra must include the non-

dimensional frequency band from approximately 4.6 x to approxi-

mately 4.2 x iol. Although the ensemble average of our spectral

data (Fig. 7) resolves this energy-containing band, each individual

128-point spectrum does not. Depending on the value of the friction

velocity u, each 126-point spectrum missed predominantly either the

high frequency or the low frequency portion of the energy-containing

range. given the 1owimost and uppermost non-dimensional frequencies

resolved in each spectrum, and using the Blakewell and Lumley spectrum

as a standard, we find that each spectrum resolved from 76% to 90% of

the expected variance of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. Thus,

the ratio of u/(u*y+) calculated from our data is likely to be too

low. After using the Blakewell and Lumley spectrum to correct for

these effects, u/(u*y+) becomes 0.21 0.03. Even after correction,

our sublayer spectra contain less energy than equivalent spectra from

the laboratory.

6. Soectra from the buffer layer

The buffer layer spectra were computed for 256-point series,

selected so that the sensor was within the top millimeter of the

traverse and y' was greater than 18. For these intervals
y+

varied
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from 18 to 29, depending on u,,. With the very slow traverse speeds

at the top of the profile, the sensors moved only 1 to 1.2 non-

dimensional units during the 512 seconds over which a spectrmi was

computed. Laboratory data suggest little change in the turbulence

structure over this small distance, so the profiler motion should not

influence the buffer layer spectra. To remove the potential effect

of a temporal trend in mean velocity, the series were detrended prior

to analysis.

Figure 8 shows several representative buffer layer spectra (y+

19 and y = 29) from our study, along with buffer layer spectra (y+

20 and y 21) from Blakewell and Lu.mley (1967) and Ueda and Hinze

(1975). No spectral scaling has been proposed f or buffer layer

velocity spectra. Because u'/u varies by no more than 30 percent

over the range y 18 to = 30 (Blakewell and Lumley, 1967; Kreplin

and Eckelmarin, 1979; tJeda and Hinze, 1975), Blakewell and Luinley's

spectral scaling for the viscous sublayer (which depends strongly on

y2) cannot possibly work for buffer layer spectra. Thus, we sought

some other scaling which might be successful. In the logarithmic

layer of atmospheric and laboratory boundary layer flows, it is

traditional to non-dimensionalize the frequency axis by y/tJ(y) (where

u(y) is the mean velocity) and to non-dimerisionalize the spectral

densities by u2/. We have applied this scaling to the two sets of

laboratory data (Fig. 9). Rather than dividing the spectral density

by u2/ as is commonly done, we have divided by u2 where is

the non-dimensional frequency. This non-diraerisionalization is not

fundamentally different, but has the advantage that the shape of the
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Figure 111-8. Typical buffer layer spectra from our study plotted

dth laboratory buffer layer spectra of Blakewell and Lumlev

= 20, D) and Ueda and Hinze
(y+

= 21, .). Confidence limits

not shown are the seine as for the highest frequency estimate of

our study.
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Figure 111-9. Scaled versions of the laboratory buffer layer spectra

shown in Figure 111-8.
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scaled and unscaled spectra remain the same. Except for the lowest

frequencies, the proposed scaling does collapse the laboratory data

to a single curve. It should be noted that because the two sets of

laboratory data have substantially the same
y+,

we cannot argue that

the proposed scaling is independent of yt Since the Reynolds numbers

of the two laboratory experiments differed by a factor of 60, it

appears that the scaling is indepedent of Reynolds number.

One difficulty in applying the proposed scaling to our data is

that, because we cannot measure the shear in the sublayer when the

sensors are in the buffer layer, we lack u measurements simultaneous

to the buffer layer spectra. Stationary Savonius rotors on the

platform indicate that the "mean" flow was not always constant between

the time the sensors were in the sublayer and the time they were at

the top of the profile. Thus, it is unreasonable to use u determin-

ations from the sublayer to non-diinensionalize the buffer layer

spectra. For lack of a better alternative, we have estimated u from

the current speeds determined by the rotors located in the logarithmic

layer. In doing so, we have assumed the commonly accepted value of

11.6 for the non-dimensional sublayer thickness (6k) even though data

from an earlier Study (Chriss and Caidwell, 198Th) indicate that

may vary from this value in the marine environment. (Because of the

profiling scheme, determinations of 6 were not possible in the

present study.) Chriss and Caldwell (1981b) show that u determina-

tion based on log layer velocities and the assumption that

11.6 may differ by as much as 30% from true u values determined

from sublayer data). Thus, using the rotors to estimate u must be
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expected to introduce some error into the resulting non-dimensional

Spectra.

In Figure 10, we present scaled versions of our buffer layer

spectra along with those from the two laboratory studies. Comparing

with Figure 8, one can see that the scaling is relatively successful,

particularly considering the potential uncertainties in the

estimates for our spectra. The shape of our ensemble-averaged spec-

trum (Fig. 11) is similar to those from the laboratory except that

both ours and that of Ueda and Hinze (1975) show a slightly more

extensive -1 power law range than does the spectrum of Blakewell and

Lumley (1967)

7. Discussion

Although the proposed spectral scaling works reasonably well in

both the viscous sublayer and the buffer layer, the spectra from the

ocean floor fall below the laboratory spectra in the energy-containing

portion of the non-dimensional frequency band (Figs. 7 and 11). (The

horizontal arrows in these figures delimit the frequency band which

contains 80% of the variance of the streaniwise velocity fluctuations

in the laboratory data.) Although the fact that cur non-dimensional

buffer-layer spectra fall below the laboratory spectra may be caused

by inaccurate estimates of u, it is possible that the deviations

from the laboratory spectra may reflect real differences in th

flows.
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Figure 111-jO. Scaled buffer layer spectra from our study plotted

with those of the two laboratory studies. The laboratory spectra

are shown with solid circles.
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Figure 111-li. Ensemble-averaged buffer layer spectruni from our

study C) plctted with laboratory buffer layer spectra (a). The

horizontal arrows delimit the energy containing range of the

laboratory spectra.
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Based on laboratory studies of the "bursting" phenomena in

smooth-walled turbulent boundary layer flows, Kim et al. (1971) and

Zaric (1974) suggest that approximately 65% to 80% of the variance of

the strenlwise velocity fluctuations is contributed during "bursting'

events and that the "quiescent" intervals between bursts contribute

only 20% to 35% of the total variance. Rao et al. (1971) and Laufer

and and Badri Narayanan (1971) discovered that, while the mean

period between bursts, Tbl when scaled by is strongly dependent

on the boundary layer Reynolds nunther, a non-dimensional burst period,

Tb U/cS, based on the free stream velocity and the boundary layer

thickness, 5, is not. Subsequent laboratory studies have confirmed

this finding and indicate that the non-dimensional mean burst period

(Tb U/c5) is between 3 and 5 depending on the burst recognition

criterion (Blackwelder and Kaplan, 1976; Wallace et al., 1977) The

importance of these findings for spectral studies is that, to the

extent that bursting influences if, the non-dimensional spectral

density at a given non-dimensional frequency may differ in two bound-

ary layer flows if the burst frequencies (27T/Tb) for the two flows

occur at significantly different non-dimensional frequencies. tJeda

and Hinze (.1975) assunte that the uiean burst period is given by

Tb ti/cS = 4.7 and note that, when non-dimensionalized by u2/, the

corresponding non-dimensional burst frequency is 0.027. A non-

dijitensional burst frequency of 0.1 can be estimated for the flow in

the 1akewe11 and Lumley experiment if one takes the boundary layer

thickness to be the pipe radius. Even though these estimates are not

likely to be exact, it is important that, In both cases, the non-
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dinierisional frequency corresponding to the mean burst period falls

within the energy containing band of the sublayer spectrum cFig. 7).

While no data exists which demonstrates that bursting is impor-

tant in the viscous süblayer of geophysical boundary layer flows, one

can calculate the non-dimensional frequency which might be expected

if bursting were important on the Oregon shelf. Because all of our

current data were obtained within 1.5 in of the sea bed, it is not

possible to determine the appropriate boundary layer thickness S.

However, taking the standard estimate of .4 U/f0 for the thickness

of the Ekrnan layer (f is the Coriolis parameter), and estimating the

free stream velocity as approximately 30 u, one obtains an estimate

of 630 seconds for the mean burst period. The non-dimensional fre-

quency (w. = (27rv)/(u2 Tb)) corresponding to this period ranges from

0.001 to 0.006 for the measured range of u in our experiment. If

the si.thlayer burst period in large-scale geophysical flows scales

with that of laboratory flows, and if the Ekman depth is the relevant

boundary layer thickness, the non-dimensional burst frequency for our

data would li considerably outside the energy containing range for

the lahoratory spectra (Fig. 7). If one assumes that the Ekman depth

is not the relevant boundary layer thickness, one can determine what

boundary layer thickness would be required to have the same non-

dimensional burst frequency (0.027) as in Ueda and Hinze's study.

These calculated thicknesses range from 62 cm (at = 0.36) to

149 cm (at u = 0.15) and are unreasonably small for the bottom

bound.ary layer on the shelf. This simple exercise suggests that, if

bursting is important in the sublayer on the continental shelf, and
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Tb
U/ = 4.7, the non-dimensional frequency corresponding to mean

burst period is very different from that of laboratory experiments

and is outside the energy containing range of the laboratory spectra.

This frequency, in fact, would be nearly at the low frequency limit

of the spectra in Figure 7. The agreement between our sublayer

spectra and the laboratory spectra at the lowest non-dimensional

frequencies might be taken to indicate that bursting did not contrib-

ute to u' at these frequencies during our study. However, this

conclusion is not warranted because of the removal of low frequency

energy by the detrending necessary to remove the effect of the mean

shear in the sublayer. Although the profiler motion in the sithlayer

prevents an accurate comparison of the geophysical and laboratory

spectra at very low non-dimensional frequencies, we were able to

compute spectra for two 1024-point buffer layer series during which

the mean flow was relatively steady. Although the larger amount of

low frequency energy (compared with laboratory spectra, Fig. 12) is

consistent with what might be expected if geophysical sublayer burst-

ing obeys the same scaling as in laboratory flows, energy at these

time scales (7 to 22 minutes) could equally well be contributed by a

number of processes (internal waves, low frequency turbulence, etc.)

completely unrelated to bursting. The determination of whether

bursting is significant in geophysical sublayers must await the

development of Reynolds stress sensors capable of operating in the

sublayer and buffer layer of geophysical flows.
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Figure 111-12. Buffer layer spectra for the two 1024-point series

(solid syxno1s) plotted with the laboratory spectra (o). Con-

fidence intervals shown are for our data.
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8. Conclusions

Spectra of velocity fluctuations have been determined for the

first time in the viscous sublayer and buffer layer of a geophysical

boundary layer flow. The spectral scaling proposed by Blakewell and

Lumley (1967) for the viscous sublayer works remarkably well in

collapsing the sublayer spectra from this geophysical and several

different laboratory flows. Buffer layer spectra from y4 = 18 to

= 29 collapse reasonably well with laboratory spectra 20)

when frequencies are scaled by tJ(y)/y and spectral densities are

scaled by u2 w/, where w is the non-dimensional frequency given by

wy/tJ(y).

Although this scaling is moderately effective, the non-dimen-

sional spectral densities of the geophysical sublayer and buffer

layer spectra fall slightly below the laboratory spectra in the

energy-containing portion of the frequency band. This observation

may be related to the fact that, if the sublayer burst period for

geophysical flows scales according to laboratory results, the corre-

sponding non-dimensional burst frequency for the geophysical flow may

lie outside the energy-containing range of the non-dimensional labor-

atory spectra.

Geophysical boundary layer experiments must be conducted in

which Reynolds stress sensors remain fixed at one position in the

viscous sublayer for a sufficiently long time in Qrder to resolve the

low frequency portion of the spectrum where the effects of the burst-

ing phenomena may be apparent.
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